[How and when to create a pediatric file for authorization to market a new drug. A proposal of the SNIP clinical group (National Syndicate of Pharmaceutical Industry)].
In order to recommend the pediatric use of a new drug, the registration file should include several types of studies. Existing data on toxicological and pharmacological studies in animal and human have to be thoroughly examined. In addition, the splitting potential of single doses to be adapted to the child should be studied, according to the galenic formula. In all cases, the clinical file should have one pharmacokinetic study on acute intake of one or several doses in the specific age bracket. When the efficacy of a drug has been demonstrated in adults for the same disease, and if the results are extrapolated to children, the file should include one or several open studies designs in order to assess the tolerability. On the contrary, for example when the disease is different in or specific for children, one or several double blind randomized studies against reference treatment are necessary. All those studies should show the therapeutical value of the drug, and should allow precise recommendations for the dosages, depending on the body weight and/or the body surface compatible with the galenic formula.